
BANWARILAL BHALOTIA COLLEGE, ASANSOL                                                                                                             
Estimated Amount : Rs 75,969.00                    

Date: 22.03.2022

Name of work:-Supplying,fitting& fixing  of PAVER BLOCK(60mm.thick)top pavement in front of Girls Hostel 

                                      Estimate prepared as per PWD  Schedule with effect from 01.11.2017

Page no Sl. Description of the Item Quantity Unit Rate Amounts

P-1 1 Earth work in excavation for foundation,trenches
Item no: 2(a) drains in all sorts of soil(including mixed soil but 

excluding laterite or sand stone)including remov-

ing spreading or stacking the soils within a lead of

75mtr as directed. The items include necessary 

 trimming the sides of trenches levelling,dressing

and ramming the bottom boiling out water as per

required complete

a) Depth of excavation not exceeding 1500 mm. 8.00 Cum. 119.27 954.16

P-1 2 Filling in foundation or plinth by silver sand in 
Item no: 3 consolidating same by through saturation with

water and ramming complite,including the cost of

supply of sand (Payment to be made on measur-

ement of finshed quantity). 6.00 Cum. 543.51 3261.06

P-15 3 Brick work with 1st class Brick in cement morter(6:1)
Item no: 8 b) In super structure, Ground floor. 3.85 Cum. 4998.00 19242.30

P-75 4  Supplying & laying interlocking designer paver
Item no:38(c) block of any shade and of approved quality as per

 IS: 1237-1980 laid inpattern as directed in pavement, 

footpath, driveway, etc including necessary underlay 

complete in all respect with alllabour and material.

[Border concrete if necessary to be paid separately].

(c) 60 mm thick block (over 150 mm medium sand bed

including cost of sand but excluding cost of earthwork 
in excavation or dismantling of existing hard surface if

if necessary)

(ii) Coloured Decorative 30.00 Sqm. 1274.00 38220.00

P-24 5 Ordinary cement concrete(mix 1:1.5:3) with graded
Item no:10(a) stone chips(20 mm nominal size) excluding 

 shuttering & reinforcement if any,in ground floor.

i) Pakur variety. 0.60 Cum. 5216.45 3129.87
P-189 6 15mm th. Cement plaster to wall,floor,ceiling etc.

Item no:(i)c with cement morter (1:6) 22.22 Sqm. 136.00 3021.92
Total work done value 67829.31

Add.12% GST. 8139.51
Total Amounts 75968.82

building of B.B.College, Asansol. Estimated Area=  (22.22x1.80)=40.00 Sqm. 

Note :- Quotation Submit at Principal Chamber within 

29.03.2022 upto 12.00 Noon


